ments to safens or lawns.
SEE RAIN, 7 A
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PUEBLO CHEMICAL DEPOT

PuebloPlex
lands its plan

Group wants first property
transfer during the next year
16,000 acres the Army
has declared surplus
property. The land is in
Applause broke out
the center of the depot
Tuesday as the Puebloand contains 620 conPlex board accepted a
crete igloos as well as
redevelopment plan for
most of the rail lines.
Pueblo Chemical Depot
PuebloPlex now leases
that was a year in the
255 of the igloos under
making.
a master lease with the
“So much hard work
Army that
went into
splits revethis,” said
nues. It is neKurt Madic,
gotiating with
vice chairthe Army to
man. “Today
spend about
is an historic
$400,000 of
day.”
the Army’s
The 1,200share to
page plan
install wider
was develdoors duroped by Maing the next
trix Design
year on 100
Group under
of the igloos
a $700,000
to make
federal
them more
grant and
attractive to
sets up the
customers.
next stage of Russell A. DeSalvo III
“When
transferring
the transproperty
fer occurs, they will
from the Army, which
be removed from the
has owned it for 74 years, master lease and owned
to PuebloPlex, a state
by PuebloPlex,” DeSalvo
agency set up in 1994 to
said. The master lease
redevelop the depot.
expires in 2021.
During a 30-day comPuebloPlex will look at
ment period, only six
other parcels, which are
concerns were expressed, prioritized in the plan,
none of which altered the in subsequent years. The
plan, said Celeste Wernext on the list is the
ner, Matrix vice presi1,200-acre south entrance
dent.
to the depot, which has
Those comments were
issues because of groundcentered on water, hemp, water contamination
advertising and uses such from an explosives washas pharmaceutical mail
out area. That’s more
order or recycling, all of
complicated, because the
which are covered in the
Army is working through
plan, which paints a picthe Colorado Department
ture of future uses for the of Public Health and
depot in broad, flexible
Environment to clean up
strokes.
the site.
“It’s a guide, a living
PuebloPlex now is
document,” said Russell
preparing to submit a
DeSalvo, CEO and presigrant request for at least
dent of PuebloPlex. “It’s
$2.5 million from the
impossible to anticipate
Pentagon to implement
everything that’s going to its plan.
happen over the next 100
Meanwhile, the Army
years.”
is working on its own
PuebloPlex is working
exit strategy. It is still
to transfer about 5,400
using 7,000 acres on
acres in the next year,
SEE PUEBLOPLEX, 8 A
about one-third of the
BY CHRIS WOODKA
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Commander Carrie Ryden (on computer screen) as
ical thinking project on Tuesday.

Funded through a grant from Northrop

rumman with materials provided by the

hallenger Learning Center Of Colorado,

Moon, Mars and Beyond, gave the fourth-

raders the opportunity to plot graphs, do

alculations, even decode secret messages

hile tracking down the errant ship.

skills on virtual space mission

ore on the web

EFTAIN.COM/

WS/EDUCATION

faculties — which
the entire point of
unique mission.
unded through a
nt from Northrop
mman with mateprovided by the
llenger Learning
ter Of Colorado,
on, Mars and Beyond
e the fourth-graders
opportunity to plot
phs, do calculations,
n decode secret
sages while tracking
n the errant ship.
nder the guidance of

teachers Jeannie Arrell
and Terry Morris and
the virtual Commander
Ryden — whose sharp
orders were peppered
with “Roger that!” and
“Did you copy?” — the
students put to use
specific skills learned in
four premission lessons.
“After the learning
curve of the mission it
was bing, bing, bing,”
Morris said. “They
did much better than I
thought they would.”
Whether calculating payloads or oxygen
levels, or unraveling
SEE MOON, 8 A
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member Mia Lambert,
10. “We got to speak to a
real live astronaut, and
we could see a rocket
outside her window.

PUEBLOPLEX/

Gemini J. Medina and
Javen Trujillo, both 10,
were members of the
communications team,
entrusted with several
vital tasks.
“The students came

was enough food and w
ter for the rescue trip.
Page : A08
“I had
to add, divide
and multiply, which was
great, because math is
my favorite subject.”
Morris said that as

from page 5 A ___
the northeast corner of
the depot for destroying chemical weapons, a
process that is scheduled
to begin later this year
and take several years to
complete.
The plan also fulﬁlls
federal requirements for
accommodating agencies
that serve the homeless.
PuebloPlex has agreed to
lease one of the igloos to
Pueblo Cooperative Care
Center for $1 per year,
but there were no other
takers for any part of the
property.
cwoodka@chieftain.com
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